Automated Prediction and Analysis of Job Interview Performance: The Role of What You Say and How You Say It
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Abstract—Ever wondered why you have been rejected from a job despite being a qualified candidate? What went wrong? In this paper, we provide a computational framework to quantify human behavior in the context of job interviews. We build a model by analyzing 138 recorded interview videos (total duration of 10.5 hours) of 69 internship-seeking students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) as they spoke with professional career counselors. Our automated analysis includes facial expressions (e.g., smiles, head gestures), language (e.g., word counts, topic modeling), and prosodic information (e.g., pitch, intonation, pauses) of the interviewees. We derive the ground truth labels by averaging over the ratings of 9 independent judges. Our framework automatically predicts the ratings for interview traits such as excitement, friendliness, and engagement with correlation coefficients of 0.73 or higher, and quantifies the relative importance of prosody, language, and facial expressions. According to our framework, it is recommended to speak more fluently, use less filler words, speak as “we” (vs. “I”), use more unique words, and smile more.

I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine the following scenario in which two students, John and Matt, were individually asked to discuss their leadership skills in a job interview. John responded with the following:

“One semester ago, I was part of a team of ten students [stated in a loud and clear voice]. We worked together to build an autonomous playing robot. I led the team by showing how to program the robot. The students did a wonderful job [conveyed excitement with tone]! In ten weeks, we made the robot play soccer. It was a lot of fun. [concluded with a smile]”.

Matt responded with the following:

“Umm ... [paused for 2 seconds] last semester I led a group in a class project on robot programming. It was a totally crazy experience. The students almost did nothing until the last moment. ... Umm ... Basically, I had to intervene at that point and led them to work hard. Eventually, this project was completed successfully. [looking away from the interviewer]”.

Who do you think received higher ratings?

Most would agree that the first interviewee, John, provided more enthusiastic and engaging answer. We can easily interpret the meaning of our verbal and nonverbal behavior during face-to-face interactions. However, we often can not quantify how the combination of these behaviors affect our interpersonal communications. Over many years, social psychologists and career counselors have accumulated knowledge and guidelines on succeeding in interviews [1]. For example, research has shown that smiling, a purposeful, confident voice, and comfortable eye contact contribute positively to our interpersonal communications. These guidelines are largely based on intuition, experience, and studies involving laborious manual encoding of nonverbal behaviors on a limited amount of data [1]. Despite the significant effort, automated and objective quantification of our social behavior remains a challenging problem.

A common perception surrounding job interviews is that the content of the interviewee’s answers is the most important determinant for success. However, empirical studies show that nonverbal behavior is as important as the verbal response in job interviews [1], [2]. Nonverbal behaviors are subtle, fleeting, subjective, and sometimes even contradictory, posing a significant challenge for any prediction framework. Even a simple facial expression such as a smile can elicit different meanings, such as delight, rapport, sarcasm, and even frustration [3]. The style of speaking, prosody, and language reflect valuable information about one’s personality and mental state [4]. Understanding the relative influence of these individual modalities can provide crucial insight regarding job interviews.

In this paper, we attempt to answer the following research questions by analyzing audio-visual recordings of 138 inter-
view sessions with 69 individuals:
- Can we automatically quantify verbal and nonverbal behavior, and assess their role in the overall rating of job interviews?
- Can we build a computational framework that can automatically predict the overall rating of a job interview given the audio-visual recordings?
- Can we infer the relative importance of language, facial expressions, and prosody (intonation)?
- Can we make automated recommendations on improving social traits such as excitement, friendliness, and engagement in the context of a job interview?

To answer these research questions, we designed and implemented an automated prediction framework for quantifying the outcome of job interviews, given the audio-visual recordings. The proposed prediction framework (Figure 1) automatically extracts a diverse set of multimodal features (lexical, facial, and prosodic), and quantifies the overall interview performance, the likelihood of getting hired, and 14 other social traits relevant to the interview process. Our system is capable of predicting the overall rating of a job interview with a correlation coefficient $r = 0.70$ and AUC $= 0.81$ (baseline 0.50) when tested on a dataset of 138 interview videos of 69 participants. We can also predict different social traits such as engagement, excitement, and friendliness with even higher accuracy ($r \geq 0.73$, AUC $> 0.80$). We investigate the relative weights of the individual verbal and non-verbal features, and quantify the relative importance of language, prosody, and facial expressions. According to our analysis, prosody plays the most important role in the context of job interviews.

II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH

A. Nonverbal Behavior Recognition

There has been a significant amount of work for automatic recognition of nonverbal behavioral patterns and social cues. Given the challenges of data collection and multimodal data analysis, most of the existing work focuses on a single behavioral modality, such as prosody [5, 6], facial expression [7], gesture [8], and word usage pattern [9]. Ranganath et al. [10] proposed a framework that predicts personality traits such as awkwardness, assertiveness, flirtatiousness, and friendliness using a combination of prosodic and lexical features. Similarly, Kapoor et al. [4] and Pianesi et al. [11] proposed systems to recognize different social and personality traits by exploiting only prosodic and visual features.

Sanchez et al. [12] proposed a system for predicting eleven different social moods (e.g., surprise, anger, happiness) from YouTube video monologues, which consist of different social dynamics than in face-to-face interactions. The most relevant work is the one by Nguyen et al. [13], who proposed a computational framework to predict the hiring decision using non-verbal behavioral cues extracted from a dataset of 62 interview videos. Our work extends the current state-of-the-art and generates new knowledge by incorporating three different modalities (prosody, language, and facial expressions), and sixteen different social traits (e.g., friendliness, excitement, engagement), and quantifies the interplay and relative influences of these different modalities for each of the different social traits. Furthermore, by analyzing the relative feature weights learned by our regression models, we obtain valuable insights about behaviors that are recommended for succeeding in job interviews (Section V-B.3).

B. Social Coaching for Job Interviews

Several systems have been proposed for training the necessary social skills to succeed in job interviews [14, 15, 16]. Hoque et al. [14] developed MACH (My Automated Conversation coach), which allows users to improve social skills by interacting with a virtual agent. Anderson et al. [15] proposed an interview coaching system, TARDIS, which presents the training interactions as a scenario-based “serious game”. The TARDIS framework incorporates a submodule named NovA (NonVerbal behavior Analyzer) [16] that can recognize several lower level social cues: hands-to-face, looking away, posture, leaning forward/backward, gesticulation, voice activity, smiles, and laughter. Using videos that are manually annotated with these ground truth social cues, NovA trains a Bayesian Network that can infer higher-level mental traits (e.g., stressed, focused, engaged). Automated prediction of higher-level traits using social cues remains part of their future work.

Our framework extends the state-of-the-art by (1) quantifying the relative influences of different low-level features on the interview outcome, (2) learning regression models to predict interview ratings and the likelihood of hiring using automatically extracted features, and (3) predicting several other high-level personality traits such as engagement, friendliness, and excitement.

III. MIT INTERVIEW DATASET

We used the MIT Interview Dataset [14], which consists of 138 audio-visual recordings of mock interviews with internship-seeking students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

A. Data Collection

1) Study Setup: The mock interviews were conducted in a room equipped with a desk, two chairs, and two wall-mounted cameras (Figure 2). The two cameras with
microphones were used to capture the facial expressions and the audio conversations during the interview.

2) Participants: Initially 90 juniors participated in the mock interviews. All participants were native English speakers. The interviews were conducted by two professional career counselors who had over five years of experience. For each participant, two rounds of mock interviews were conducted: before and after interview intervention. Each individual received $50 for participating. Furthermore, as an incentive for the participants, we promised to forward the resume of the top 5% candidates to several sponsor organizations (Deloitte, IDEO, and Intuit) for considerations for summer internships. After the data collection, 69 (26 male, 43 female) of the 90 initial participants permitted the use of their video recordings for research purposes and to be shared with other researchers.

3) Procedure: During each interview session, the counselor asked each interviewee five questions. No job description was given to the interviewees. The five questions were chosen to assess behavioral and social skills only. The total duration of our interview videos is nearly 10.5 hours (on average, 4.7 minutes per interview, for 138 interview videos). To our knowledge, this is the largest collection of job interview videos conducted by professional counselors under realistic settings.

B. Data Labeling
The subjective nature of human judgment makes it difficult to collect ground truth for interview ratings. Due to the nature of the experiment, the counselors interacted with each interviewee twice—before and after the intervention, and provided feedback after each session. The process of feedback and the way the interviewees responded to the feedback may have had an influence on the counselor’s ratings. In order to remove the bias introduced by the interaction, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk workers to rate the performances of the interviewees. After the data collection, 69 (26 male, 43 female) of the 90 initial participants permitted the use of their video recordings for research purposes and to be shared with other researchers.

We have automatically estimated the quality of individual workers using an EM-style optimization algorithm (described in the Appendix), and estimated a weighted average of their scores as the ground truth ratings.

IV. Prediction Framework
For the prediction framework, we automatically extracted 82 features from the interview videos, and trained two regression models: Support Vector Regression (SVR) [17] and Lasso [18]. The objective of this training is twofold: first, to predict the Turkers’ ratings on the overall performance and each behavioral trait, and second, to quantify and gain meaningful insights on the relative importance of individual features for each trait.

A. Feature Extraction
We collected three types of features for each interview video: (1) prosodic features, (2) lexical features, and (3) facial features. We selected features that have been shown to be relevant for job interviews [1], and other social interactions [12], [10], [19]. For extracting reliable lexical features, we chose not to use automated speech recognition. Instead, we transcribed the videos by hiring Amazon Mechanical Turk workers, who were specifically instructed to include filler and disfluency words such as “uh”, “umm”, and “like”, in the transcription. We also collected a wide range of prosodic and facial features.

1) Prosodic Features: Prosody reflects our speaking style, particularly the rhythm and the intonation of speech. Prosodic features have been shown to be effective for social intent modeling [5], [6]. We extracted prosodic features of the interviewee’s speech using the open-source speech analysis tool PRAAT [20]. Each prosodic feature is first collected over the duration corresponding to each individual answer by the interviewee, and then averaged over her/his five answers. While averaging the prosodic features over all the answers reduces the dimensionality of the feature space, it also loses the temporal structure in prosody.

We first selected 10 Turkers out of 25, based on how well they agreed with the career counselors on the five control videos. Out of these 10 selected Turkers, one did not finish all the rating tasks, leaving us with 9 ratings per video.

1Appendix Table 1 describes the 16 assessment questions.
and suffers from the “curse of dimensionality” problem, especially for a limited sized corpus.

We address this challenge with two techniques. First, instead of using raw unigram counts, we employed counts of various psycholinguistic word categories defined by the tool “Linguistic Inquiry Word Count” (LIWC) [21]. The LIWC categories include negative emotion terms (e.g., sad, angry), positive emotion terms (e.g., happy, kind), different function word categories (e.g., articles, quantifiers), pronoun categories (e.g., I, we, they), and various content word categories (e.g., anxiety, insight). We selected 23 such LIWC word categories, which is significantly smaller than the number of individual words.

Although the hand coded LIWC lexicon has proven to be useful for modeling many different social behaviors [10], the lexicon is predefined and may not cover many important aspects of job interviews. To address this challenge, we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] to automatically learn common topics from our interview dataset. We set the number of topics to 20. For each interview, we estimate the relative weights of these learned topics, and use these weights as lexical features.

Finally, we collected additional features related to our linguistic and speaking skills, such as: \( wpsec \) (words per second), \( upsec \) (unique words per second), \( wc \) (word count), \( uc \) (unique word count), and \( fpsec \) (filler words per second). Similar speaking rate and fluency features were exploited by Zechner et al. [19] in the context of automated scoring of non-native speech in TOEFL practice tests.

3) Facial features: We extracted facial features for the interviewee from each video frame. First, faces were detected using the Shore [23] framework. We trained an AdaBoost classifier to distinguish between the neutral and smiling faces. The classifier output is normalized in the range \([0, 100]\), where 0 represents no smile, and 100 represents full smile. We took an average over the smile intensities from individual frames, and use this as a feature. We also extracted head gestures such as nods and shakes [14] from each video frame, and treated their average values as features.

4) Feature Normalization: We concatenate the three types of features described above, and obtain one combined feature vector. To remove any possible bias related to the range of values associated with a feature, we normalized each feature to have zero mean and unit variance.

B. Score Prediction from Extracted Features

Using the features described in the previous section, we train regression models to predict the overall interview scores and other interview-specific traits (e.g., excitement, friendliness, engagement, and awkwardness). We experimented with many different regression models: SVR, Lasso, \( L_1 \) Regularized Logistic Regression, and Gaussian Process. We will only discuss SVR (with linear kernel) and Lasso, which achieved the best results with our dataset.

V. RESULTS

First, we analyze the quality and reliability of Turkers’ ratings by observing how well the Turkers agree with each other (Section V-A). Next, we present the prediction accuracies for the trained regression models (SVR and Lasso) based on automatically extracted features (Section V-B). Finally, we analyze the weights of the features in our trained models, and quantify the relative importance of the behavioral features to overall interview performance (Section V-B.2).

A. Inter-Rater Agreement

To assess the quality of the ratings, we calculate Krippendorff’s Alpha [24] for each trait. In this case, Krippendorff’s Alpha is more meaningful than the frequently used Fleiss’ Kappa [25], as the ratings are ordinal values (on a 7-point Likert scale). The value of Krippendorff’s Alpha can be any real number in the range \([-1.0, 1.0]\), with 1.0 being the perfect agreement and −1.0 being absolute disagreement among the raters. We also estimate the correlation of each Turker’s rating with the mean rating by the other Turkers for each trait. Figure 3 shows that some traits have relatively good inter-rater agreement among the Turkers (e.g., “engagement”, “authenticity”, “speaking rate”, and “pauses”) have low inter-rater agreement. It may be difficult for the Turkers to agree on the subjective interpretation of those attributes without interacting with the participant.

B. Prediction using Automated Features

1) Prediction Accuracy using Trained Models: Given the feature vectors associated with each interview video, we trained 16 regression models for predicting the ratings for the 16 traits or rating categories. The entire dataset has a total of 138 interview videos (for the 69 participants, 2 interviews for each participant). To avoid any artifacts related to how we split the data into training and test sets, we performed 1000 independent trials. In each trial, we randomly chose 80% of the videos for training, and the remaining 20% for testing. We report our results averaged over these 1000 independent trials. For each of the traits, we used the same set of features, and the model automatically learned the feature weights.
We measure prediction accuracy by the correlation coefficients between the true ratings (weighted average of Turkers’ ratings) and the predicted ratings on the test sets. Figure 4 displays the correlation coefficients for different traits, both with SVR and Lasso. The traits are shown in the order of their correlation coefficients obtained by SVR. We performed well in predicting overall performance and hiring recommendation scores ($r = 0.70$), which are the two most important scores for interview decision. Furthermore, we can predict traits such as engagement, excitement, and friendliness with 0.73 or higher correlation coefficients. We would like to point out that the interview questions asked in our training dataset are chosen to be independent of any job specifications or skill requirements. Therefore, the ratings predicted by our model are based on social and behavioral skills only, and they may differ from a hiring manager’s opinion, given specific job requirements.

![Fig. 4. Regression coefficients using two different methods: Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Lasso.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>SVR</th>
<th>LASSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excited</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smiled</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend Hiring</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fillers</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Answers</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focused</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Awkward</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paused</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Contact</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking Rate</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Stressed</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table I](image)

The average area under the ROC curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excited</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend Hiring</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smiled</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Answers</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fillers</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Awkward</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paused</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking Rate</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Contact</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Stressed</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we examine the traits with lower prediction accuracy, we observe: (1) either we have low interrater agreement for these traits, which indicates unreliable ground truth data (e.g., calm, stressed, speaking rate, pause), or (2) we lack key features necessary to predict these traits (e.g., eye contact). In the absence of eye tracking information (which is very difficult to obtain automatically from videos), we do not have enough informative features to predict eye contact.

2) Feature Analysis: We examined the relative weights of individual features in our regression models, and obtained valuable insights on the essential constituents of a job interview. We considered five traits with relatively high prediction accuracy ($AUC > 0.80$, $r > 0.70$): overall score, hiring recommendation, excitement, engagement, and friendliness. For each of these five traits, we examined the top twenty features in the order of descending weight magnitudes, and estimated the summation of the weight magnitudes of the features in each of the three categories: prosodic, lexical, and facial features. The relative proportions (Figure 5) show that both SVR and Lasso assign higher weights to prosodic features while predicting engagement and excitement, which matches our intuition that excitement and engagement are usually expressed by our intonation. For both models, the relative weights of features for predicting the “overall rating” and “recommend hiring” are similar, which is expected, as these two traits are highly correlated.

![Fig. 5. Relative proportion of the top twenty prosodic, lexical, and facial features as learned by SVR and Lasso.](image)

Since we had only three facial features (smile, nod, and shake), the relative weights for facial features are much lower. However, facial features, particularly the smile, were found to be significant for predicting friendliness.

3) Recommendation from our Framework: To better understand the recommended behavior in job interviews, we analyze the feature weights in our regression model. Positive weights with higher magnitudes can potentially indicate elements of a successful job interview. The negative weights indicate behaviors we should avoid.

We sort the features by the magnitude of their weights and examine the top twenty features, excluding the topic features (Appendix Table IV and V). We found that people having higher speaking rate (higher words per second ($wpsec$), total
number of words (wc), and total number of unique words (uc) are perceived as better candidates. People who speak more fluently and use fewer filler words (lower number of filler words per second (f/sec), total number of filler words (Fillers), total number non-fluency words (Non-fluencies), less unvoiced region in speech (%Unvoiced), and fewer breaks in speech (%Breaks) are perceived as better candidates. We also find that higher interview score correlates with higher usage of words in LIWC category “They” and “We”, and lower usage of words related to “I”. The overall interview performance and likelihood of hiring correlate positively with the proportion of positive emotion words, and negatively with the proportion of negative emotion words, which agrees with our experience. Individuals who smiled more were rated higher in job interviews. Finally, those speaking with a higher proportion of quantifiers (e.g., best, every, all, few), perceptual words (e.g. see, observe, know), and other functional word classes (articles, prepositions, conjunctions) obtained higher scores. As we’ve seen earlier, features related to prosody and speaking style are more important for excitement and engagement. Particularly the amplitude and range of the voice intensity and pitch had high positive weights in our prediction model. Finally, besides smiling, people who spoke more words associated with “We” than “I” were perceived as being friendlier.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present an automated prediction framework for quantifying social skills in job interviews. The proposed models show encouraging results for predicting human interview ratings and several mental traits such as engagement, excitement, and friendliness. Furthermore, we extracted quantitative knowledge about recommended behaviors in job interviews, which is consistent with past literature and agrees with our intuition.

One of our immediate next steps will be to integrate the proposed prediction module with existing automated conversational systems such as MACH [14] to allow feedback to the users. With the knowledge presented in this paper, we could train a system to help underprivileged youth receive feedback on job interviews that require a significant amount of social skills. The framework could also be expanded to help people with social difficulties, train customer service professionals, or even help medical professionals with telemedicine.

While limiting the study to undergraduate students from a particular institute helped control for any possible variability, it might have introduced a selection bias in our dataset. In future, we would like to conduct a more comprehensive study over a diverse population group to address this limitation.

The outcome of job interviews often depends on a subtle understanding of the interviewee’s response. In our dataset, we noticed interviews in which a momentary mistake (e.g., the use of a swear word) ruined the interview outcome. Due to the rare occurrences of such events, it is difficult to model these phenomena, and perhaps anomaly detection techniques could be more effective instead. Extending our prediction framework for quantifying these diverse and complex cues can provide valuable insight and understanding regarding job interviews and human behavior in general.
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